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Abstract—This paper proposes a neural network weights and topology optimization using genetic evolution and the backpropagation training algorithm. The proposed crossover and mutation operators aims to adapt the networks architectures and weights during the evolution process. Through a specific inheritance procedure, the weights are transmitted from the parents to their offsprings, which allows re-exploitation of the already trained networks and hence the acceleration of the global convergence of the algorithm. In the preprocessing phase, a new feature extraction method is proposed based on Legendre moments with the Maximum entropy principle MEP as a selection criterion. This allows a global search space reduction in the design of the networks. The proposed method has been applied and tested on the well known MNIST database of handwritten digits.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIPLE layer perceptron networks (MLP) trained with backpropagation algorithm are frequently used and have shown good capabilities to solve a wide variety of real-world problems. However, their performance is strongly affected by the quality of the representation of the patterns i.e. features, and the architecture of the network used as a classifier. Consequently, The main concern of the present paper is twofold, on the one hand we present an efficient feature extraction method using the orthogonal moments known for their invariance, high robustness in the presence of noise and their use of global instead of local information of an image [1], [2], [3]. The proposed approach investigates the application of moment method to evaluate a set of candidate features and to select an informative subset to be used as input data for a neural network classifier. for this, we introduce the Maximum Entropy Principle (MEP) as a selection criterion.

On the other hand, as pointed out in [4], the network topology has a crucial impact on the speed and performance of backpropagation trained networks. Choosing an appropriate topology for a given problem depends on personal experience of the human designer. This manual neural network design is something of black art [5] and it can be assumed that most of such network designs are not optimal. In order to adapt the network topology to the problem at hand, we propose an automatic design procedure based on genetic algorithms (GAs). The proposed algorithm aims to generate a near optimal feedforward neural networks dynamically for the task of handwritten digit recognition, using an automatic topology optimization by a proposed genetic operators. The basic idea of the proposed algorithm is a global sampling by GA over the space of alternative solutions with respect to network topologies while the backpropagation algorithm proceeds by locally searching the immediate neighborhood of a current solution. We demonstrates that with the use of an efficient selection strategy, a new crossover and mutation operators, the generated networks reach classification performances near optimum with high recognition rates and good generalization ability.

As a summary, the proposed contribution for object recognition is addressed following two steps: preprocessing and recognition. In the first one, we propose a novel method that extracts optimal object features using the MEP as a selection criterion [3]. Our objective is to reduce the input dimensionality of the classification problem by eliminating features with low information content or high redundancy with respect to other features. The second step is achieved by using GA for automatic performance optimization. The networks adaptation changes architectures and weights by a presented crossover and mutation operators. The weights are transmitted to the produced offsprings by specific inheritance procedure which allows the reutilization of the already trained networks and hence the acceleration of the global convergence of the algorithm. The feature extraction method introduces a beneficial prior knowledge, and allows a global search space reduction in the design of the networks. The resulting genetic algorithm is applied and tested using the well known MNIST database of handwritten digits [6].

Our paper is organized as follows: in Section II, some basic definitions are given including Legendre moments and their approximation. Sections III presents the optimal Moment selection method. Section IV points out the proposed neural network evolution and the details of the proposed crossover and mutation operators. Finally, section V and VI deal with the summary of important results and conclusions of the paper.
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II. LEGENDRE MOMENTS

The Legendre moments of order \((p+q)\) is defined for a given object function \(f(x, y)\) as:

\[
\lambda_{p,q} = \frac{1}{2^p p!} \int \int f(x, y) P_p(x) P_q(y) \, dx \, dy \tag{1}
\]

where \(f(x, y)\) is assumed to have bounded support, the Legendre polynomials \(P_p(x)\) are defined like:

\[
P_p(x) = \frac{1}{2^p p!} \frac{d^p}{dx^p} (x^2 - 1)^p \tag{2}
\]

In practice, the Legendre moments have to be computed from sampled data, i.e., the rectangular sampling of the original object function \(f(x, y)\), producing the set of samples \(f(x_j, y_j)\) with an \((M,N)\) array of pixels. The piecewise constant approximation of \(f(x, y)\) in (1), proposed by Liao and Pawlak [2] yields the following approximation of \(\lambda_{p,q}\):

\[
\hat{\lambda}_{p,q} = \frac{M}{i=1} \frac{N}{j=1} H_{p,q}(x_j, y_j) f(x_j, y_j) \tag{3}
\]

where

\[
H_{p,q}(x_j, y_j) = \frac{1}{2^p p!} \frac{d^p}{dx^p} (x_j^2 - 1)^p \tag{4}
\]

represents the integration of the polynomial \(P_p(x) P_q(y)\) around the \((x_j, y_j)\) pixel. This approximation allows a good quality of reconstructed images by reducing the reconstruction error [2], [7]. For this, this approximation will be adopted in the following sections.

III. OPTIMAL MOMENT SELECTION METHOD

A. Object Description using Legendre Moment

The object function \(f(x, y)\) can be approximated from \(\hat{\lambda}_{p,q}\) up to a given order \(0\) as truncated series [2]:

\[
\hat{f}(x, y) = \sum_{p=0}^0 \sum_{q=0}^0 \hat{\lambda}_{p,q} P_p(x) P_q(y) \tag{5}
\]

The number of moments used in the reconstruction of the object for a given order \(0\) is defined by:

\[
N_0 = \frac{(0+1)(0+2)}{2} \tag{6}
\]

Using \(N_0\) moment, an object can be represented as a point in an \(N_0\)-dimensional vector space. Determining the moment vector size depends only on the expansion order \(0\), which will be selected using MEP in the next section.

B. Optimal Subset Moments Selection using MEP

In this section, we determine the order of the truncated expansion of \(\hat{f}(x, y)\) which provides a good quality of the reconstructed object. The moments used in this reconstruction process will constitute the optimal subset for representing this object. For this, we introduce the Maximum Entropy Principle (MEP) to extract relevant moments that uniquely represent the pattern [3], [7], [8]. By applying the maximum entropy principle the optimal \(p_0^*\) is such that

\[
S(p_0^*) = \max(S(p_0) \mid p_0 \leq G\mathbb{W}) \tag{7}
\]

where \(p(x_i, y_j)\) is the estimated probability density function obtained by normalizing \(f(x_i, y_j)\):

\[
p(x_i, y_j) = \frac{\hat{f}(x_i, y_j)}{\sum_{x_i, y_j \in \Omega} \hat{f}(x_i, y_j)} \tag{8}
\]

and The Shannon entropy of \(p^*_0\) is defined as:

\[
S(p_0) = -\sum_{x_i, y_j \in \Omega} p_0(x_i, y_j) \log(p_0(x_i, y_j)) \tag{9}
\]

The moment extraction algorithm uses the entropy as a measure of moment order selection, when sufficient information about the pattern have been recovered.

IV. GENETIC GENERATION OF NEURAL NETWORKS

A. Genetic Representation of Neural Network

Neural network is widely used as a classifier in many handwritten character recognition systems. Representing the structure of a neural network is not as straightforward.

In this paper, we use the high level encoding of the Neural network structure due to its better scalability, desired regularities and biological plausibility [9]. The neural network is represented in a chromosomal string of values containing the number of nodes in each layer. The string has variable length which code the total layers number information. The search space of the GA is limited to a finite range of architectures exploring a maximum of two hidden layers.

B. Genetic Algorithm Operators

The basic GA operators are selection, crossover and mutation. The replacement strategy adopted and The choice of our evaluation function is addressed in the following sections.

1) Evaluation Function

The fitness function is used to selectively reproduce the most fit individual to produce new offsprings for the next generation. In order to give more chances to low neural network structures, we introduce a bias towards smaller networks by allocating the more training time the smaller the network. This approach have been introduced in [10]. A performance set of 5,000 samples is derived from the initial training set in order to evaluate the GA performance. That is, the fitness function is the Net’s performance on evaluation set of 5.000 samples is derived from the initial training set in order to evaluate the GA performance. That is, the fitness function is the Net’s performance on evaluation set over the total number of epochs.

2) Selection scheme

Selection in GAs aims at giving higher probabilities to fitter individuals in a population so that they can produce hopefully fitter offspring. The genetic algorithm used in our experiments
is based on the following strategy: after all creatures have been evaluated and assigned a score, a set of elite creatures (having highest scores and representing 20% of the population) is directly copied in the next population. This strategy ensures that best creatures are always duplicated in the next generation. The rest of the produced population is then generated by crossover using rank-based selection based on the cumulative probability for each chromosome. The generated offsprings replace their parents in the next generation after the application of our mutation operator.

3) CrossOver

The essence of any crossover operator is to exchange components of the two parents to form new offsprings. In our work the one-point crossover is used, it’s realized by cutting the strings at a randomly chosen position. The child is hence generated by taking one segment part from each parent. The genetic operators must produce correct and complete offsprings. That is, the choice of the cross point position is important in order to generate a valid offspring operating on the same interface units (input and output) as their parents. Fig. 1(b) illustrates an example of the proposed crossover operator mating two parent networks with different number of hidden layers. The offspring 1 and 2 inherit incoming hidden weights from parent 2 and 1 respectively, the weights of the other layers of the parent 1 and parent 2 are copied into the child 1 and 2 respectively with a deletion or an addition of connections. The added connections to the offsprings receive random weights.

4) Architecture Mutation

Often, the mutation is controlled by the mutation rate, which is very low for GAs in comparison with the crossover rate. In contrast, evolutionary programming often uses mutation almost exclusively. In this paper the mutation is performed more frequently than in traditional genetic algorithms. In [11] Xin yao proposes to apply mutation when the algorithm fails to improve the error of the parent network. In this paper the mutation is applied following the three conditions:

1) If among the offsprings generated by crossover two child are similar to their parents.

2) At least two individuals in the current generated population are similar with respect to internal structure of the genotype.

3) If the fitness of the best individual in the current population is more than a fixed threshold: \( \phi(\alpha i) < \alpha_1 \) or \( \phi(\alpha i) - \phi^{j}(\alpha i) < \alpha_2 \). Where \( \phi(\alpha i) \) is the fitness of the best individual \( i \) for the generation \( j \). The mutation is applied, according to previously cited conditions, to (a) one of the similar individuals in the population or (b) the best individual in a population where the fitness is great than a fixed threshold.

In this paper the mutation is applied by randomly add an arbitrary value to the string element corresponding to hidden nodes, the sign of the generated value practically corresponds to deletion or addition of nodes in the parent structure. The deletion of a node involves the complete removal of the node and all its incident connections. The addition of nodes in the parent structure is simulated through splitting existing nodes into the resulting nodes in the mutated structure. Xin yao in [11] limits to two, the number of mutated hidden nodes: if an existing node \( i \) is split into \( N \) nodes the weights of the new nodes have the following values:

\[
\begin{align*}
  w^{m}_{ki} &= w_{ki} & \text{for} & & j < i \\
  w^{m}_{ki} &= (1 + \frac{N_m}{2}) w_{ki} & \text{for} & & k < i \\
  w^{m}_{ki} &= \frac{N_m}{2} w_{ki} & \text{for} & & k > i \quad \text{and} \quad m = 2..N
\end{align*}
\]

where \( w_{ki} \) is the weight vector of the existing node \( i \), \( w^{m}_{ki} \) is the weight vector of the new \( m \)th node produced by splitting, and \( \beta \) is a mutation parameter taken in our case as \( |\beta| < 1 \).

5) The proposed Genetic Algorithm

1. Generate initial population of size \( N_p = 10 \).
2. Evaluate each member of the population.
3. Apply the selection operator by the Rank-based method.
4. Save the elite creatures for the next generation.
5. Apply the crossover to the selected population.
6. Possibly Mutate with respect to the previously cited conditions.
7. Replace the parents by the produced offspring.
8. Evaluate the offsprings.

Repeat step 3 to step 8 until an acceptable network has been produced or \( N_\beta \) generation has been reached.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this paper, multilayer feedforward neural network (MFNN) is used to classify the patterns. In our algorithm, The stochastic gradient algorithm as a minimization procedure, is used during the learning phase. The input of the MFNN are feature vectors derived from the proposed feature extraction method described in section.III The number of nodes in the output layer is set to the number of digit classes. The networks in the GA starting points were conducted using the initial weight vectors that have been randomly chosen from a uniform distribution in (-1,1). The initial weight vectors in the next generations is inherited from parents. The method is tested using the MNIST database of handwritten digits. Table I shows optimal orders \( \theta \) obtained by our moment extraction algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digit</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, the classifier error rate \( \gamma \) (%) is considered as the number of misclassifications in the training (test) phase over the total number of training (test) images.

Several fixed topologies were tested, figure 1 (a) shows the behavior of the error rates on the test set during the training phase. To start the evolution process we designed 10 different nets randomly chosen. These Nets have various numbers of units and hidden layers (HL) see Table II. We restrict the research space by taking the maximum hidden layers equal to
In order to accelerate the evolution process, we don’t use the complete training set, instead of that 20,000 samples were chosen for training and 5,000 examples for GA evaluation. For each session, the global learning rate $\eta$ was decreased using the following schedule: 0.01 for the first iteration, 0.005 for the next three, 0.002 for the next seven and 0.0005 thereafter. The mutation parameter is set to 0.1.

The achieved rates on the evaluation set during the evolution process are shown in Fig. 2(a). Only the values of the best and the worst nets of each generation are represented. The best net reaches a classification performance of 4.98% misclassified patterns with reduced number of epochs. The development of the network’s complexity of the best individual is demonstrated in Fig. 2(b).

Table III compares the results of the nets created by evolution with the results of the fixed architectures when trained with the complete MNIST training set. The table represents the achieved classification performance with respect to the training set, and the test set. Furthermore, it shows the total number of units in order to compare the network’s complexity. We can see that the adapted nets are more efficient although they are smaller. They train faster and generalize better. To achieve a similar classification performances with the fixed nets, many additional passes would be necessary.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

A new genetic learning algorithm is proposed to generate a near optimal feedforward neural networks dynamically for the task of handwritten digit recognition. The training process changes network architectures and weights by efficient crossover and mutation operators. In order to test the generalization ability of the proposed algorithm, we plan to implement this method to further tasks, especially for face detection which is difficult problem in the context of artificial intelligence.
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